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El Gato deliberates corporate involvement in politics
by Jessica Blough
Center Editor

When North Carolina Governor Pat
McCrory signed House
Bill 2, or HB 2, into
law, he approved a
law that discriminates
against the transgender community by
forcing transgender people to use the bathroom
matching their birth gender, not their gender
identity. In response, over 100 companies and
corporations pulled at least some of their business and funding out of the state. Notably, PayPal
cancelled its plans to build a North Carolina
operating center, which would have
employed at least 400 people.
The decisions of PayPal and
businesses alike are reasonable protests to
a discriminatory and
outdated legislature.
In theory, a democratic government exists to represent and support the desires of as many people as possible.
Following the same logic, the majority of the
population will not support a law that damages
their economy and results in a loss of employment
opportunities. The law itself and the legislators
who created it should be blamed for the economic
fallout caused by HB 2, not the businesses who
protest it. These businesses are employing their
economic power to cultivate positive change,
justifying their involvement in politics.
Mississippi passed a law allowing businesses
to refuse service to LGBTQA+ people if the businesses felt as if their religion prevented it. Applying that same logic, it is reasonable for businesses
to refuse service to people who discriminate
against the LGBTQA+ community, if it is against
their morals to discriminate. (Note: My intent is
not to legitimize the Mississippi law. It is to point
out that if one of these two laws is considered
acceptable, the other should be as well.)

Another comparison can be made related
to artists who cancelled their shows in North
Carolina. Famous artist Taylor Swift refused to
release her music to the popular streaming service
Spotify to protest its low pay for small artists. As
a result, the company lost business from listeners
eager to hear Swift’s music. Similarly, less than
a month after the bill’s passage, Bryan Adams,
Bruce Springsteen, Ringo Starr, Pearl Jam, and
Ani DiFranco all cancelled their North Carolina
concerts in protest. These artists’ decision not
to contribute to an economy that supports a
discriminatory bill mirrors Swift’s decision not to
contribute to a company that underpays artists.
Companies have a
right,
if not a moral
y
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obligation, to protest
court
immoral and unfair
laws through the distribution of wealth
and jobs. A state government that truly cares
for the wellbeing of its citizens
will rescind a law that negatively
impacts their economic stability. To
deny the role of business in politics is to ignore
years of American history. The companies and
corporations that pulled their business from
North Carolina should be praised for taking
action to create positive social change, rather
than chastised for supposedly manipulating the
government for economic gains.
(Sources: CNN, NY Times)
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by Hyuntae Byun
Editor-in-Chief

The ordinance made it possible for transgender
individuals to use the public bathroom of the
Recently, the state sex they identify as, among other things. As
legislature of North an indirect result of the city’s push for more
Carolina passed House tolerance, it is currently bearing the brunt of
Bill 2, a state law corporate boycotts.
Furthermore, North Carolina itself is heavily
that bans transgender people from using divided on the issue. The signing of HB 2 involved
bathrooms based on state senate Democrats walking out and not
how they identify. HB voting in protest. The state’s public university
2 also forbids cities and counties from expanding system has released a statement stating that it
protections for LGBTQ+ citizens. Furthermore, the intends to defy HB 2, and various pro-LGBTQ+
law denies North Carolinian workers the right to organizations have criticized or publicly prosue their employers for discrimination based on tested the bills within the state.
The involvement
race, gender, or religion in
of companies in polistate courts. Following
tics is proving to be
the passage of HB 2,
detrimental to many
other states includinnocent state resiing Mississippi and Kansas
dents and affects North
implemented similar laws.
Carolinians indiscrimiIn response to HB 2,
nately. Furthermore, they
large corporations such as
are not as effective as the
Deutsche Bank, Whole
legal and judicial systems
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case will likely appear
Cable News estimated
before a court of appeals
that HB 2 had to date
and potentially even the
cost North Carolina more than 77 million dollars worth of investments and visitor Supreme Court.
Corporate involvement goes both ways; it may
spending, including 46.2 million dollars’ worth
be easy to justify boycotting as an appropriate
of investments in Charlotte alone.
While it is difficult to defend the existence response to controversial legislation, but it is a
of HB 2, it is even more difficult to justify the dangerous precedent to set. One may make the
corporate-level response to the bill. Though the argument that corporate boycotts enact positive
withdrawal of investments is certainly effective societal change, but that “positive impact” is
at generating publicity, they negatively affect neither guaranteed nor empirical. Unfortunately,
the citizens of North Carolina indiscriminately. corporate involvement does not always result in
It is worth noting that HB 2 itself was created by a better society, and it disproportionately gives
state legislators as an emergency response to an political influence to a handful of executives.
ordinance that the Charlotte city council enacted. (Sources: CNN, BBC, Time, LA Times, Fortune)

Social media should not be labeled as petty based on users
by Sean Clark
Editor-in-Chief

I spend a lot of time on social media, and
despite the beliefs of older generations, this
does not make me a shallow person. There is
a popular misconception that social media is
inherently vapid – I beg to differ. Assuming
the user is responsible, social media prompts
typically non-creative people to delve into their
otherwise unexplored creativity.
To clarify my opinion, I’m going to describe my experience with
Instagram and Twitter in an effort to defend the millennial phenomenon
that everyone loves to hate: social media. I’ve been using Instagram for
years, and just recently, I’ve found that the platform has been incredibly
influential to me. When I started to care less about posting the standard
“VSCO Cam” – drenched pictures of sixteen dollar lunches at Purple Onion
or five dollar cups of Verve coffee, the app finally became a beneficial factor
in discovering my creative self.
In some ways, I think Instagram is a totally valid medium of art. It
combines photography, editing, text, and emoji-use into an unprecedented
form of self-expression pioneered by my generation. By spending so much
time building a unique Instagram aesthetic, I found that I really enjoy

satirical writing. I’ve watched as my peers utilize a platform that commends
wit as a completely valid form of art and self-expression.
The misconception that social media is vapid comes from a vocal minority of vapid users. Millennial abuse of social media in the form of bragging
or bullying indicates a flaw in that individual, not in the platform by which
they communicate. Abandoning the unwritten rules of social media is so
much more fun than posting 300 identical looking selfies. Take pictures
of things you see beauty in, post your social commentary on the world,
and connect with people who broaden your horizons.
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photography and even bought a camera to improve my visuals. Instagram
has sharpened my artistic eye, especially by connecting me with millennial
artists who are legitimately talented at curating their “Instagram aesthetic.”
This experience holds true across different platforms: Twitter has proven
to be a beneficial writing exercise for countless millennials. I’ve observed my
peers become extremely clever comedians and explore potential careers in
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Media should not portray STEM as an emotionless field
by Neil Lugovoy
National Editor

I remember listening to an NPR segment
about a man who makes the
short music clips used in every
American political advertisement. The story of how he got
involved in producing these jingles,
his views on them,
and his involvement were all very fascinating and painted a vivid picture of this man’s
life and his work. Later, there was a similar
interview with a biology researcher about
a scientific discovery that she had made,
but the entire segment focused on her
work. They never asked her how she got
involved in science or why she liked her
specific interest.
STEM is misrepresented in media as an
emotionless line of work that people only
pursue because it provides a stable source
of income. Think about how many TV shows or movies feature a character
who has to choose between studying a subject he or she is interested in
and one that makes money, a STEM subject. It seems to me that the media
can’t understand that there are people out there who are really passionate
about STEM subjects.

STEM is often depicted as totally emotionless and free of expression.
When many people think of mathematics or physics, for example, they
think about robotically plugging numbers into an equation. While very
simple math and physics are like that, most physics and
math problems require extreme creativity. The problems
that mathematicians and physicists try to solve today, like
the Riemann Hypothesis or the Grand Unification Theory,
are unsolved, so they require people to try new techniques and
think creatively. When I took AP Computer Science, after the first
month of instruction different students would come
up with completely different solutions to the
same problems.
There are people out there, believe it or not,
who really do enjoy this kind of work, but the
media rarely ask them about their interests. The
top researchers in the world have been doing
their work for at least a decade because of the
nature of academia, so they have strong motivations to keep pursuing answers to scientific
questions. Like artists and writers, they have
great stories, too.
S. Sullivan
Think about the stereotypical STEM character
as portrayed in popular culture. He’s a white minor character who can barely
function socially and is easily manipulated by the main characters. Actual
scientists, engineers, and mathematicians come in all shapes, sizes, races,
and genders, because they are indeed regular people. STEM is a field that
requires collaboration, so scientists, engineers, and mathematicians have

to be able to work with other people on projects and communicate their
ideas to others. Berkeley physicist Richard Muller described how a sociology
student observed him for a day for her research and was so surprised that
“scientific work was so social.” She said that he “spent 62% of [his] time
talking to other people” instead of spending “the whole day in a laboratory, working by himself, maybe with test tubes, or on the computer.”
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The mischaracterization of STEM discourages people who don’t fit the
cookie cutter version of what the media portrays scientists, engineers, and
mathematicians from pursuing the field. The human side of STEM should
not be discounted when STEM research or characters are presented in
media. The stories of scientists, engineers, and mathematicians should be
told along with the scientific facts.
(Sources: Quora, NPR)

